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Team Reports:

Matt Oliver:
- Made routing changes to allow downstream Cisco equipment to interoperate with the rest of the network. Also changed our OSPF interface with the current 6509 router to allow network changes without having to put in manual routes.

  Still seeing IPMux voice errors. Will be trying something different today and let you know.

Dustin Reha/Dascom:
- Williamsburg has been completed Williamsburg has been completed to a stage where testing next week should not be hampered. The only issue that could produce problems during tests is that “we suspect that the Hub keeps launching sessions without request.” We will need more input from the Joe's to eliminate this. The only other issues; which should not effect our testing next week are.
  1. Zoom control on the overhead camera.
  2. Ramping of speaker output on the XAP400.
  3. Auto power off of the combo player upon system shutdown.

A copy has been made of the system config for this site. And can be plugged into the additional Navigators. A/V system checkouts of the remaining sites will still need to be conducted, as well as necessary finishing touches to wiring errors, etc...

We move on to Washington, and Tipton Tomorrow, to do as such.

Mark, Craig, Phil, Ted, Tim W:
- Tim W. has supplied a sample check out form to be reviewed by the team to develop appropriate check out appropriate tasks. This will be implemented during out beta testing. Editing will ready this document for final acceptance testing throughout the entire network.
- A beta testing schedule has been finalized for Monday, November 13\textsuperscript{th} and the following people will deploy to these sites to assist in the check out process:
  - Vinton – Ted
  - Washington – Phil
  - Tipton – Dustin
  - Williamsburg – Mark
  - Cedar Rapids Campus – Craig and Tim W.

  The team will travel to each respective location right away on Monday morning and a kick off telephone conference will be conducted at 8:30 am.